Corrigendum
In tender document of
Enquiry No. F.No 24/EQPT/29/2013-RISH(ADMN)
After
Pre bid meeting on 16-08-2013 at 03.00 PM
Department of Pulmonary Medicine

Kindly note the following modifications (deletions/additions/replacements) in the tender for Equipment for Departments of Pulmonary Medicine:-

Annexure -1 (Page no. 13 of 26)
Point no. 4 should be read as:-
➢ Touch screen should be 10 inch or more.

Point no. 6 should be read as:-
➢ Battery backup 4 hour or more.

Point no. 7 should be read as:-
➢ External compressor based.

In point no. 9 added (c) point:-
➢ Servo based humidifier with FDA approval.

Point no. 19 SETTINGS FACILITY
Point no. (i) Should be read as:-
➢ Trigger sensitivity – Pressure trigger (0.5- 15 CM OF H2O) / Flow trigger (0.5-15 LPM)
Point no. (l) should be read as:-
➢ Should have automatic tube compensation.
Point no. 20

- MEASURED VALUE DISPLAY (body temperature pressure compensated)

Point no. (o) Should be read as:

- Compliance, negative inspiratory force NIF/ Maximum inspiratory presser, upper and lower inflection point.

**Broncho Videoscope (Adult) Specifications (page no. 18 of 26)**

Add three new points:

- **Point no. 12:-** Electrocurtery compatible with Broncho Videoscope

- **Point no. 13:-** Medical grade monitor

- **Point no. 14:-** Foreign body removal forceps